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(1) Agency I OCT 1 0 2019
Department of State, Bureau of Professional and Occupational I
Affairs, State Board of Veterinary Medicine I Inepei,i Regulatory

Review Commission

(2) Agency Number: 16A

Identification Number: IÔA-5727 IRRC Number: 3221

(3) PA Code Cite:

49 Pa Code § 31.1, 31.31, 31.32, 31.34—31.36, 31.38, 31.39 and 31.41

(4) Short Title:

Certified Veterinary Technicians and Veterinary Assistants

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

Primary Contact: Thomas Davis, Board Counsel, State Board of Veterinary Medicine; P.O. Box
69523, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9523; (phone 717-783-7200) (fax 787-0251); tmdavis(pa.gov

Secondary Contact: Cynthia K. Montgomery, Regulatory Counsel, Department of State, P.O. Box
69523, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9523; 717-783-7200 (fax 7874251); cymontgome(pa.gov

(6) Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

U Proposed Regulation U Emergency Certification Regulation;

X FINAL REGULATION Certification by the Governor

U Final Omitted Regulation U Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

The regulation would remove the 10-year automatic bar on certification for veterinary technicians
convicted of a felony under The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act, and place these
applicants on a level playing field with other applicants with criminal backgrounds, which are reviewed
by the Board on a case-by-case basis. The regulation will also authorize students who are in their
final year of an approved program to sit for the Veterinary Technician National Examination (VTNE),
which is used in all states for licensure. The regulation would add to the existing rules of professional
conduct for certified veterinary technicians by mirroring existing provisions for veterinarians. It also
streamlines and simplifies the process of applying for reactivation by eliminating the need for a
notarized affidavit. Finally, the regulation would “clean up” outdated provisions and terminology, and
make amendments to aid clarity.



(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

Section 5 of the Veterinary Medicine Practice Act (act) (63 P.S. § 485.5) authorizes the Board to
adopt reasonable rules and regulations governing the practice of veterinary medicine as are
necessary to enable it to carry out and make effective the purpose and intent of the act. Further,
section 11 of the act (63 P.S. § 485.11) provides that it is the responsibility of the Board to promulgate
by regulation the qualifications and requirements for the certification and regulation of veterinary
technicians, including grounds for disciplinary action.

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there
any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as,
any deadlines for action.

The regulation is not mandated by any federal or state law, court order or federal regulation.

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quanti& the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.

The Executive Order 2017-3 Report, issued on June 12, 2018, revealed that Pennsylvania is one of
only two states (along with Delaware) within the Northeast region, in which an applicant is barred
from licensure or certification if they have a felony drug conviction. Further, Pennsylvania is the
only state that extends this proscription by regulation to a class (i.e., certified veterinary technicians)
that is not expressly required by the relevant provision of the act. The Governor therefore
recommended that the Board consider promulgating amendments to the regulations to repeal those
provisions extending the automatic 10-year bar to certification as a veterinary technician. Instead,
applicants with such convictions will be reviewed by the Board on a case-by-case basis to determine
the applicant’s suitability for practice, as is currently the case for other applicants with criminal
backgrounds. This will create less barriers to certification in Pennsylvania.

The regulation is further needed to bring Pennsylvania into alignment with other states which allow
veterinary technician students to sit for the Veterinary Technician National Examination (VTNE)
prior to graduation, thereby limiting the lime after graduation before which an individual can
obtain certification and begin practice.

The regulation would update existing provisions and add to the rules of professional conduct for
certified veterinary technicians. The updated rules of professional conduct will help protect the
public from unprofessional or incompetent practitioners. Further, the regulation includes
amendments made to enhance clarity.

Applicants, the Board and the entire profession will benefit from the amended regulation as there
will be less barriers to certification and certified veterinary technicians will be certified sooner
because they able to sit for the VTNE while in their final year of a approved program at an approved
school. These amendments will allow more applicants to become certified and allow for more
professionals in the field of veterinary medicine, while continuing to protect the public and animal
health, safety and welfare. Currently, there are approximately 2,700 veterinary technicians
certified by the Board, and the Board gets approximately 250 new applications each year.
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(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes, identi& the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

Because the veterinary profession is regulated at the State level, there are no federal standards.

(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

This regulation will not adversely affect Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states.
Pennsylvania is one of only two states within the Northeast region, where the Board of Veterinary
Medicine either imposes automatic suspension or refusal to grant licensure/certification for a
conviction of a drug-related offense. Further, Pennsylvania is the only state that extends this
proscription by regulation to a class (i.e., certified veterinary technicians) that is not expressly
required by the relevant provision of the act The following states in our region do not have an
automatic drug crime ban Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine. Delaware is the only other state
in the Northeast region that has an automatic drug crime bar.

A growing number of states permit veterinary technician students to sit for the VTNE prior to
graduation, including New York in the Northeast region. The regulation will make Pennsylvania
more competitive with other states in attracting recent graduates seeking licensure. Provisions
related to professional conduct are consistent with other states.

Based on a review of the regulations from other states, this regulation will not place Pennsylvania
at a competitive disadvantage.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies?
If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

No, the regulation will not affect any other regulations of the Board or other state agencies.

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

Prior to the Executive Order 2017-3 Report, the Board sent a draft proposal to identified
stakeholders and interested parties, including the Pennsylvania Veterinary Medical Association and
the National Association of Veterinary Technicians requesting comments and suggestions. The
comments and suggestions have been incorporated.

The proposal made pursuant to the Executive Order 2017-3 Report and the recommendation of the
Governor to remove the automatic 10-year drug crime bar for certified veterinary technicians has
been discussed during public board meetings on July 13, 2018 and September 21, 2018. Board
meetings are routinely attended by representatives of the regulated community.
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The proposed rulemaking was published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on November 24, 2018, and
no formal comments were received from the regulated community or the general public. IRRC
provided comment on January 23, 2019. Each of IRRC’s comments related to clarity, and the Board
incorporated IRRC’s suggestions.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.
How are they affected?

There are approximately 2,700 certified veterinary technicians actively practicing in the
Commonwealth. According to the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry’s Center for
Workforce Information and Analysis, the vast majority of certified veterinary technicians are
employed by veterinarians. A small amount (less than 10%) work in social advocacy organizations,
pharmaceutical and medicine manufacturing, scientific research and development services and
colleges, universities and other schools.

For the business entities listed above, small businesses are defined in Section 3 of Act 76 of 2012,
which provides that a small business is defined by the U.S. Small Business Administration’s (SBA)
Small Business Size Regulations under 13 CFR Ch. I Part 121. Specifically, the SBA has established
these size standards at 13 CFR § 121.201 for types of businesses under the North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS). In applying the NAICS standards to the types of businesses where
certified veterinary technicians work, a small business in the categories of veterinary services are
ones with $7.5 million or less in average annual receipts. Thus, it is probable that most of the
certified veterinary technicians work for small businesses.

Veterinary businesses will not be adversely affected by the regulation. In fact, veterinary businesses
may benefit from the regulation because of the earlier availability of newly certified veterinary
technicians and the likely increase in the number of qualified certified veterinary technicians who
are able to be certified due to the lack of the 10-year automatic bar.

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses that will be required to comply with
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

Certified veterinary technicians, who are employed by veterinarians, and applicants for
certification will be required to comply with the regulation. Currently, there are approximately
2,700 veterinary technicians certified by the Board, and the Board gets approximately 250 new
applications each year. Thus, there could be as many as 2,700 small businesses impacted by the
regulations. However, the businesses that employ certified veterinary technicians will not have any
additional requirements due to the regulation.
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(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small

businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

The rulemaking will have a positive financial effect on veterinary technicians who wish to obtain
certification in Pennsylvania because they will be able to begin practicing as soon as possible after
completing their educational program, in that the regulation would allow veterinary technician
students to take the VTNE prior to graduation. There will be a small savings to applicants for
reactivation due to the elimination of the requirement to submit a notarized affidavit There will be
no impact on the small businesses that employ certified veterinary technicians, and no impact on
business and labor communities or other public or private organizations.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

There are no anticipated costs or adverse effects to the Board, the regulated community or the
public; accordingly, the benefits associated with the proposed rulemaking outweighs the costs.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

There are no anticipated costs to the regulated community imposed by the regulation. There may
be some “savings,” (or more accurately - opportunity costs avoided) to the regulated community
associated with being able to take the examination during the final year of training, thus eliminating
unnecessary delays in certification and subsequent employment as a veterinary technician. There
may also be costs avoided by the change no longer requiring an affidavit be notarized, however
those savings are minimal. Under 4 Pa. Code § 161.1 (related to schedule of fees), notaries are
authorized to charge a $5 fee to notarize an affidavit. Assuming an average of 250 reactivation
applications each year, the savings to the regulated community would be $1,250.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

There are no known costs or savings to local governments.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may
be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

There are no known costs to the state government.
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(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (19)-(21) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

The Board is unaware of any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which might be required
by the rulemaking.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

There are no forms required for the implementation of the regulation.

(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation. attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

N/A

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government
for the current year and five subsequent years.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY +4 FY +5
19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25

SAVINGS:

Regulated Community $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250

Local Government

State Government

Total Savings $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250

COSTS:

Regulated Community

Local Government

State Government

Total Costs $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

REVENUE LOSSES:

Regulated Community

Local Government

State Government

Total Revenue Losses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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(23a) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

Program FY -3 FY -2 FY -1 Current FY
15—16 (actual) 16-17 (actual) 17-18 (projected) 18-19 (budgeted)

State Board of
. $ 895,835.74 $1,055,906.79 $971,000 $1,068,000

Veterinary

Medicine

(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes the
following:

(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance

with the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation
of the report or record.

(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of

the proposed regulation.

There are no adverse impacts on small business.

(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

The Board has not identified any group that need any special provisions or accommodations.

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

The Board crafted the rulemaking for the benefit of certified veterinary technicians, veterinarians
and the public. The Board believes that the final-form rulemaking represents the least
burdensome acceptable alternative.
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(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were considered -

that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting

requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small

businesses;
d) The establishment of performing standards for small businesses to replace design or operational

standards required in the regulation; and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the

regulation.

Because the rulemaking does not adversely impact small businesses, the Board did not conduct a
regulatory flexibility analysis.

(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how
the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replicable and testable
data that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in
a searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet linics that, where possible, can be
accessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used,
please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

The Executive Order 2017-3 Report was used as a basis for the proposed amendments to § 31.32
(relating to certification). The following is a link to the Report:

http://www.dos.pa.gov/ProfessionalLicensing/Documents/E020 1 7-03-Executive-Report-Occupational-
Licensing.pdf

No other data served as the basis for this proposed rulemaking.

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The date by which the agency must receive public comments: December 24, 2018

B. The date or dates on which public meetings or hearings
will be held: The Board considered this rulemaking at public meetings on March 17,

2017, May 12, 2017, July 13, 2018, September 21, 2018, November 16, 2018, January 11,2019,
March 15, 2019 and again on May 10, 2019. The Board has not received any public comments
but did receive comments from the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC). IRRC’s
comments were discussed during its regularly-scheduled public meetings on March 15, 2019 and
May 10, 2019, with the Board voting to promulgate the final-from regulation on May 10, 2019.
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C. The expected date of promulgation of the proposed
regulation as a final-form regulation: Summer of 2019

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation: Summer of 2019

E. The date by which compliance with the final-form
regulation will be required: Upon publication as final

F. The date by which required permits, licenses or other
approvals must be obtained: N/A

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.

The Board continuously evaluates the effectiveness of the Board’s regulations and implementation
of regulations. The Board discusses all regulatory proposals at its regularly scheduled public
meetings, generally 6-7 meetings a year. The Board’s remaining 2019 meeting schedule is as follows:
September 13 and November 15, 2019.
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I 6A-5727 — CVTs and Vetcrinaiy Assistants
Final Preamble

October 8,2019

The State Board of Veterinary Medicine (Board) hereby amends § 31.1, 31.31, 31.32,
31.34—31.36, 31.38, 31.39 and 31.41 to read asset forth in Annex A.

Effective Dale

The amendments will be effective upon publication of the final-form rulemaking in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.

Statu/my A uthoriiv

Section 5 of the Veterinary Medicine Practice Act (act) (63 P.S. § 485.5) authorizes the
Board to adopt reasonable rules and regulations governing the practice of veterinary medicine as
are necessary to enable it to carry out and make effective the purpose and intent of the act. Further,
section 11 of the act (63 P.S. § 485.11) provides that it is the responsibility of the Board to
promulgate by regulation the qualifications and requirements for the certification and regulation
of veterinary technicians, including grounds for disciplinary action.

Background and Purpose

According to the Commissioner of Occupational Affairs’ “Review of State Professional
and Occupational Licensure Board Requirements and Processes” report issued on June 12, 2018
as required by Executive Order 2017-3. Pennsylvania is one of only two states (along with
Delaware) within the Northeast region, in which the Board of Veterinary Medicine either imposes
automatic suspension of or refusal to grant licensure for convictions of drug-related offenses.
Further, Pennsylvania is the only state that extends this proscription by regulation to a class (that
is, certified veterinary technicians) that is not expressly required by the relevant provision of the
act. As a result, the Governor recommended the Board consider promulgating amendments to the
regulations to repeal those provisions extending the automatic 10-year bar to certified veterinary
technicians who have been convicted of a felony under The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device
and Cosmetic Act (Drug Act) (35 P.S. § 780-101—780-144). This rulemaking implements the
Governor’s recommendation.

In addition. the Board recognizes that in many licensed professions, students nearing
completion of their educational program may sit for all or a portion of the National licensure
examination prior to graduation. National trends for the licensure of veterinary technicians
embrace this practice, and the Pennsylvania Association of Veterinary Technicians requested that
the Board consider allowing students of this Commonwealth to follow this practice. After
examining the issue, the Board determined that students in the final half of their educational
programs at approved schools should be authorized, should they choose, to take the examination
prior to graduation. Individuals ‘vho take the examination prior to graduation would still be
required to graduate prior to licensure. Therefore, the final-form regulation authorizes students in
their final year of a program at an approved school to take the Veterinary Technician National
Examination prior to graduation. provided they have completed at least half of the credits required
for completion of the program.
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Additionally, by amending the definition of Direct veterinary supervision in § 31.1, the
final-form rulemaking clarifies the level of supervision required under § 31.21 (relating to Rules
of Professional Conduct for Veterinarians), Principle 6(b) regarding professional relationships,
which allows veterinarians to seek the assistance of other licensed professionals to enhance the
quality of veterinary medical services provided and which requires other licensed professionals to
be under the direct supervision of the attending veterinarian when providing services to animals.
In § 31.38. the final-form rulemaking also sets out Further ethical conduct rules for certified
veterinary technicians that minor existing provisions for veterinarians in § 31.21.

Summary oJComnwnts: the Board’s Re.spoimse: and Description o/Anwndnients to the Einal—förn,
Rulemaking

The Board published the proposed rulemaking at 48 Pa.B. 7313 (November 24, 2018) for
thirty days of public comment. No public comments were received. Neither the House
Professional Licensure Committee (HPLC) nor the Senate Consumer Protection and Professional
Licensure Committee (SCPi•’PLC) commented as part of their review of the proposed rulemaking.
On January 23, 2019, the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) submitted its
comments to the Board for consideration. ‘[he Board reviewed IRRC’s comments and offer the
following in response.

Initially, IRRC noted that the Board is amending the definition of “direct veterinary
supervision” by adding “other licensed professionals” to the list of professionals that may provide
care to animals with direct veterinary supervision. IRRC suggested the Board add language to the
definition of “direct veterinary supervision” clarifying that the Board’s reference to “other licensed
professionals” in the definition directly relates to the licensed professionals referenced in § 31.21
Principle 6(b) (relating to Rules of Professional Conduct for Veterinarians). In response, the Board
has added a cross reference to Principle 6(b) to the definition in the final-form rulemaking.

Next. IRRC noted the Board has proposed changes to § 31.34 (relating to qualification for
examination) to allow veterinary technician students to sit for the Veterinary Technician National
Examination (VTNE) when they are in the final year of an approved program and have completed
at least half of the credit hours required for completion of the program. IRRC suggested the
reference to an “approved program” be amended to “a program at an approved school,” in order
to improve the clarity of the regulation, as “approved school” is defined in § 31.1 of the regulations,
whereas “approved program” is not. In response. the Board has made the suggested amendment.

IRRC also noted that at § 31.35(c)(3) (relating to examinations), the Board proposes to
amend the language permitting the waiver of the examination for individuals licensed, registered
or certified as an animal health technician or veterinary technician in another state whose
qualifications are “at least equal to those of the Commonwealth” by deleting the quoted language,
but not replacing it with similar language. The Board’s intent was to provide specific details about
what is meant by the phrase “at least equal to those of the Commonwealth.” The Board currently
requires completion of an approved education program and passage of the VTNE for certification
as a veterinary technician in this Commonwealth. In response, the Board has decided to replace
the deleted phrase with “at least equal to those required by the Board for certification as a
veterinary technician in this Commonwealth. including successful completion of an approved
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program for the training and education of veterinary technicians and successful completion of the
VTNE or a comprehensive examination equivalent to the VTNE if the examination was taken
before the VTNE was offered” to provide greater clarity.

IRRC also noted that the newly-drafted 31.35(d) would require applicants applying by
reciprocity to submit a copy of their credential from the other state and “proof of current good
standing.” IRRC suggested that the clarity ofthis subscction would be improved ifit used language
found in § 31 .32(a)(4) (relating to certification) which uses the phrase “a letter of good standing
from the licensure board.’ In response. the Board has replaced the phrase “proof of current good
standing,” with “a letter of good standing from that state’s certifting or licensing authority.” This
language was chosen because not every state requires licensure or credentialing of veterinary
technicians by a lieensure board: at least twelve states allow veterinary technicians to be
credentialed by associations, according to the Anierican Association of Veterinary State Boards
(AAVSB).

FLceal hnpae!

The Board does not anticipate any fiscal impact elating to these amendments to the general
public or the Board. The only fiscal impact to the regulated community in these amendments is
related to the elimination of the notarized affidavit requirement for applicants seeking reactivation
of a license or certificate.

Paperwork Requirements

The final-form regulations do not create additional paperwork for the Board, the regulated
community or the general public. The final-from regulation streamlines and simplifies the process
for applying for reactivation by eliminating the need for a notarized affidavit.

Sunset Dale

The Board continuously monitors the effectiveness of its regulations on a fiscal year and
biennial basis. Therefore, no sunset date has been assigned.

Regulatory Review

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(a)), on November 7,
2018, the Board submitted a copy of the proposed rulemaking, published at 48 Pa. B. 7313
(November 24, 2018) and a copy of the Regulatory Analysis form to the IRRC and to the
Chairpersons of the SCP/PLC and the HPLC A copy of’ this material is available to the public
upon request.

Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act. IRRC. the HPLC and the SCP/PLC are
to be provided with copies of all comments received during the public comment period. However,
no public comments were received. In preparing the final-form rulemaking. the Board has
considered all comments received from IRRC.
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On October 10. 2019. the Board delivered the Iinal-lbrm rulemaking to IRRC, the HPLC
and the SCP/PLC. Under section 5.10.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. 5. § 745.5a(j.2)),
on

__________,

2019, the final-form rulemaking was deemed approved by the HPLC and the
SCP/PLC. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5a(e)), IRRC
approved the final-form rulemaking on

____________________,2019.

Additional hzfh,niauioiz

Further information may be obtained by contacting Michelle Roberts, Board
Administrator. State Board of Veterinary Medicine. P.O. Box 2649, Harrisburg, PA 17 105-2649,
or RA-VETERlNARY;pa.gov.

Findings

The Board finds that:

(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given under sections 201 and 202 of the
act of July 31, 1968 (P.L. 769. No. 240) (45 P.S. § 1201 — 1202), and the
regulations promulgated thereunder. I Pa. Code § 7.1 and 7.2.

(2) A public comment period was provided as required by law.

(3) This final-form rulemaking does not include any amendments that would enlarge
the scope of proposed rulemaking published at 48 Pall 7313 (November 24,2018).

(4) This final-form rulemaking is necessary and appropriate for administering and
enforcing the Veterinary Medicine Practice Act.

Order

The Board, acting under its authorizing statute, orders that:

(A) The regulations of the Board at 49 Pa. Code § 31. 1, 31.31. 31.32, 31.34—31.36,
31.38, 31.39 and 31.4? are amended to read as set forth in Annex A.

(B) The Board shall submit the final-form regulation to the Office of General Counsel
and the Office of Attorney General for approval as required by law.

(C) The Board shall submit the final-form regulation to IRRC, the HPLC and the
SCP/PLC for review as required b’ law.

(D) The Board shall certify this order and Annex A and deposit them with the
Legislative Reference Bureau us required by law.
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(E) The final—form regulation shall lake effect immediately upon publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.

Thomas Garg, V.M.D.
Board Chairman
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ANNEX A

TITLE 49. PROFESSIONAL AND VOCATIONAL STANDARDS

PART I. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Subpart A. PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL AFFAIRS

CHAPTER 31. STATE BOARD OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 31.1. Definitions.

The following words and tenns, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings, unless

the context clearly indicates otherwise:

£4 VS—The American Association of Veterinary State Boards, or its successor organization.

Act—The Veterinary Medicine Practice Act (63 P.S. § 485. 1—485.33).

* * * * *

Direct veterinary supervision—A veterinarian has given either oral or written instructions to the

certified veterinary technician [or noncertified empioyee], veterinary assistant, or other licensed

professional AS SET FORTH IN PRINCIPLE 6(b) OF § 31.21 (RELATING TO RULES OF

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT FOR VETERINARIANS), AND THE VETERINARIAN is on the

premises and is easily and quickly available to assist the certified veterinary technician [or the

noncertified employee], veterinary assistant or other licensed professional.

* * * * *

Immediate veterinary supendsion—A veterinarian is in visual and audible range to assist the

[noncertified employee] veterinary assistant.

* * * * *
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Neglect—To abandon an animal or deprive, either personally or through one’s employees or

agents, an animal over which one has a duty of care, whether belonging to himself or otherwise,

of necessary sustenance, drinic, shelter or veterinary care appropriate to the animal’s condition or

access to sanitary shelter and support for an animal’s basic physical and emotional needs.

[Noncerqfied employee—An employee of a veterinarian who does not hold certification as a

veterinary technician and whom the veterinarian deems competent to administer medication or

render auxiliary or supporting assistance under direct veterinary supervision or immediate

veterinary supervision.]

Professional veterinary product—One which requires professional veterinary knowledge in the

administration of or in the giving of instructions for safe and proper use of the product, including

prescription drugs, biologicals, pharmaceuticals and prescription diets.

Solicitation—Advertising intentionally directed to specific individuals.

VTNE—The Veterinary Technician National Examination, or its successor examination—An

examination owned and administered by the AAVSB used to evaluate the competency of entry-

level veterinary technicians.

WI’S—Veterinary technician specialist—A certified veterinary technician who holds current

certification from a specialty organization recognized by the National Association of Veterinary

Technicians in America (NAVTA).

Veterinarian—A licensed doctor of veterinary medicine as defined in section 3 of the act (63 p.s.

§ 485.3).

Veterinary assistant—An employee of a veterinarian who does not hold certification as a

veterinary technician and whom the veterinarian deems competent to perform the tasks set forth

in 31.31 (hi (related to scope of practice) under direct veterinary sunezvision or immediate
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veterinary supervision.

CERTIFIED VETERINARY TECHNICIANS AND VETERINARY ASSISTANTS

§ 31.31. Scope of practice.

* * * * *

(b) [Noncertijied employees. Nonceftified employees] Veterinary assistants. Veterinary

assistants may perform the duties enumerated in this subsection under direct veterinary supervision

or immediate veterinary supervision, as indicated. While some of the enumerated duties may be

applicable primarily to small animal practices, the intended scope of this subsection is both large

and small animal practices. This subsection does not prohibit a [noncertified employee] veterinary

assistant from administering medication or rendering auxiliary or other supporting assistance

which is not listed in this subsection if the service is within the [noncertified employee’s]

veterinary assistant’s skills and is requested by the supervising veterinarian. The veterinarian bears

ultimate responsibility for assuring that the [noncertified employee] veterinary assistant to whom

a duty is assigned is competent to perform it.

(I) A [noncertified employee] veterinary assistant may do the following under direct

veterinary supervision:

* * * * *

(2) A [noncertified employee] veterinary assistant may do the following only under

immediate veterinary supervision:

* * * * *

(3) Emergency treatment by [noncertified employees] veterinary assistants is permitted

without veterinary supervision when an animal has been placed in a life-threatening

condition and immediate treatment is necessary to sustain the animal’s life. The
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[noncertified employeJ veterinary assistant shall immediately take steps to secure the direct

supervision of a veterinarian. Emergency treatment may only consist of those duties

enumerated under paragraphs (1) and (2)(i)—(iv).

(c) Prohibited acts. Neither certified veterinary technicians nor [noncertifled employees]

veterinary assistants may do the following:

* * * * *

§ 31.32. Certification.

(a) As a prerequisite to original certification as a veterinary technician, an applicant shall

submit the following documentation to the Board:

(1) A completed and signed application for veterinary technician certification.

(2) Evidence of satisfactory performance on the [proficiency examination] VTNE as

determined by the Board.

(3) Evidence of satisfactory completion of an approvcd program A PROGRAM AT

AN APPROVED SCHOOL for the training and education of veterinary technicians.

(4) A letter of good standing from the licensure board of each state where the applicant

has held a license as a veterinary technician, if any, reporting the outcome of disciplinary

actions taken against the applicant in that state.

(5) [A statement from the applicant that the applicant has not been convicted of a felony

under The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act (35 P. S. § 780-101—

780-144), or convicted of a felony relating to a controlled substance in a court of law of

the United States or any other state, territory or country within the last 10 years. An

applicant convicted of such a felony more than 10 years ago shall also submit the following:

(i) Proof that at least 10 years have elapsed from the date of conviction.
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(ii) Satisfactory documentary evidence that the applicant has made significant

progress in personal rehabilitation since the conviction so that hcensure of the

applicant should not be expected to create a substantial risk of harm to the health

and safety of patients or the public or a substantial risk of ffirther criminal

violations.

(iii) Satisfactory documentary evidence that the applicant otherwise satisfies thc

qualifications contained in the Board’s regulations] Other relevant documents, as

requested by the Board.

(b) The fee for application for certification is as specified in § 31,41 (relating to schedule of

fees).

§ 31.34. Qualification for examination.

An applicant for examination shall be a graduate of an approved school or be a student enrolled

in the final year of an approvcd program A PROGRAM AT AN APPROVED SCHOOL for the

training and education of veterinary technicians provided that the student shall have completed at

least half of the credit hours required for completion of the program.

§ 31.35. Examinations.

(a) The examination required for certification as [an] veterinary technician is the [Veterinary

Technician National Examination (VTNE)] VTNE.

(b) An applicant failing to pass an examination for which the applicant has previously qualified

[shall] be reexamined at the applicant’s request by submitting a new application and by paying

the required fee, in accordance with the policies of the AAVSB.

(c) The Board may waive the VTNE if an applicant satisfies the following requirements:

(1) Has met all requirements provided for in the act.
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(2) Has filed the required application as provided in § 31.33 (relating to applications).

(3) Has been issued alicense, registration or certificate as an animal health technician

or a veterinary technician in another state whose requirements [are at least equal to those

of the Commonwealth; a copy of this certificate and proof of current good standing shall

be submitted] include ARE AT LEAST EQUAL TO THOSE REQUIRED BY THE

BOARD FOR CERTIFICATION AS A VETERINARY TECHMCIAN IN THIS

COMMONWEALTH, INCLUDING successfiil completion of on approvcd program A

PROGRAM AT AN APPROVED SCHOOL for the training and education of veterinary

technicians and successful completion of the VTNE or a comprehensive examination

equivalent to the VTNE if the examination was taken before the VThE was offered.

(d) Applicants applying under subsection (c) shall include with their application a copy of their

state credential (license, registration or certificate) and proof of current good gto.nding A LETTER

OF GOOD STANDING FROM THAT STATE’S CERTIFYING OR LICENSING

AUTHORITY.

§ 31.36. Renewal of certification, inactive status and reactivation of certification.

* * * * *

(c) Reactivation of certication. Certified veterinary technicians who desire to reactivate

certification may do so by complying with the continuing education requirements in effect at the

time of reactivation, paying the current renewal fee and submitting [a notarized] an affidavit to the

Board setting forth the period of time in which the certificate holder did not practice in this

Commonwealth. Certified veterinary technicians who seek to reactivate certification will not be

assessed a late renewal fee for the preceding biennial renewal periods in which the certificate

holder did not engage in practice in this Commonwealth.
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§ 31.38. Code of ethics for certified veterinary technicians.

* * * * *

(c) A certified veterinary technician may not compromise the confidentiality of the [doctor-

client] veterinarian-client-patient relationship.

(d) A certified veterinary technician who [deals or] communicates directly with a client shall

[explain to] notify the client that the certificate holder is a certified veterinary technician [is not a

veterinarian].

* * * **

(g) A certified veterinary technician may not make a false, deceptive or misleading statement

or claim. A false, deceptive or misleading statementor claim includes the statements and claims

defined in Principle 5(a) of § 3 1.21 (relating to Rules of Professional Conduct for Veterinarians)

and any representation that the certified veterinary technician is a specialist, or a VTS, unless the

certified veterinary technician holds current certification from a specialty organization recognized

by the National Association of Veterinary Technicians in America. or its successor organization.

(hI A certified veterinary technician shall not engage in conduct which a reasonable person

would believe is intended to coerce, pressure or intimidate another person to file, not file or

withdraw a complaint made to the Board or any law enforcement official regarding matters related

to the certified veterinary technician’s practice.

(1) A certified veterinary technician shall not abuse, harass or intimidate a client, former client,

colleague or associate in the course of professional practice.

(I) A certified veterinary technician shall not abuse or neglect any animal, as defined in 31.1

(relating to definitions, whether or not the animal is a patient.
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(k) A certified veterinary technician shall report to the Board any veterinary technician or

veterinarian deficient in professional competence, professional conduct or ethical conduct as

described in this chapter. in accordance with the rules set forth in 31.21. Principle 1(e) (relatinp

to Rules of Professional Conduct for Veterinarians).

§ 31.39. Grounds for disciplinary proceedings.

* * * * *

(b) Certified veterinary technicians and [noncertified employees] veterinary assistants who

deviate from the permitted scope of practice as set forth in § 31.31 (relating to scope of practice)

will be subject to prosecution and the levying of a civil penalty by the Board under section 28(c)

of the act (63 P. S. § 485.28(c)). Veterinarians who permit, order or direct certified veterinary

technicians or [noncertified employees] veterinary assistants to perform duties which are not

authorized by § 31.31 will be subject to disciplinary action by the Board under section 21 of the

act (63 P.S. § 465.21).

(c) Disciplinary action by the Board will be taken only after a formal hearing has been held in

accordance with the act.

FEES

§ 31.41. Schedule of fees.

An applicant for a license, certificate or service shall submit a payment at the time of the request

under the following fee schedule:

* * * * *

Veterinarian biennial renewal:

Biennial renewal fee [for biennial period December 1,2010—November 30, 2012 $345

Biennial renewal fee for biennial period December 1,2012—November 30, 2014] $360
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* * * * *

[Veterinary] Certified veterinary technician feesfor services:

* * * * *

[Veterinary] Certified veterinary technician biennial renewal:

Biennial renewal fee [for biennial period December 1, 2010—November 30, 2012 $85

Biennial renewal fee for the biennial period December 1,2012—November 30,2014] $100

* * * * *
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